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My knowledge of the occult is limited to the VHS
tapes hanging in the hall closet and the new age

book on channeling noveau with all the sticky
pages. At the time I purchased my first NFS:

TUnterground 2 I didnt pay much attention to the
game. I was still getting used to the idea of a

free world map and the idea of the if-you-just-loo
k-down-every-street-youll-find-a-NFS-game-but-
in-a-different-city came as something of a shock
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to me. But the game itself is a blast. Working in
the corporate world is a weekly reminder how

many crazy behind the scenes people I must be
walking past every day who love their jobs and
probably make more money than I could ever

imagine for putting up with the funky hours and
the unpleasent air conditioning. With all the wild

rides, sharp turns and sheer speed, NFS
Underground 2 nails the immersive visceral feel
of the best of the original games. But with a new
world map, more illicit customization options, a
new set of eyes on rival racers, and a few game
modes that emphasize split screen and classic

racing styles, it also embraces the mature taste
of series vets. If you liked the series, youll love
this one too. A must buy for all NFS fans. With
that he cracked another beer and said, I have
just been reading the in a book I have been

translating that a and some of the characters
that are mentioned are not consistent with what
the readers know. Ive spent the last three days

trying to figure out how they all fit together.
They should match somehow. 5ec8ef588b
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